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ABSTRACT Safety is the eternal theme of aviation activities. With the rapid development of military
technology and equipment construction, the new equipment requires safer and more reliable technology
and management guarantees. The aim of this paper is to evaluate the safety level of equipment in a single-
stage mission. The mission safety is defined as the capacity of equipment to avoid unacceptable accidents
during mission execution. A safety analysis framework is constructed according to the logic of mission-
function-safety structure. The mission profile ensures the success of the mission by specifying the functional
requirements and the safety structure realizes the functional requirements by adjusting the structure and
scheduling resources. On this basis, the functional dependency network analysis (FDNA)method is improved
to study the interaction failures between the components in the specific state. A numerical simulation method
for mission safety is proposed to analyze the evolution relationship between components and behaviors,
which could obtain the mission safety level under different failure modes. A case verifies the application
process. The results revealed that the mission safety assessment needs to be evaluated with the consideration
of safety structure and mission profile. The scale of system failures conforms to Weibull distribution in
different attack modes. It is shown that the escalating risks will cause serious consequences.

INDEX TERMS Mission safety, mission profile, functional dependency network analysis,
function-structure.

I. INTRODUCTION
The safety of equipment is a complex systemic problem [1].
Its internal structure, interface interaction and function com-
bination are intricate. It is influenced by multiple factors
such as liveware, environment, software and hardware. It is
also influenced by the interaction between these factors [2].
On one hand, due to the inability to estimate all possible mis-
sion requirements at the design stage, the mission complexity
and risk uncertainty [3] are underestimated, resulting in unac-
ceptable safety accidents in specific mission environment.
On the other hand, even if they meet safety the design stan-
dards, there will be ‘‘acclimatized’’ to expose the potential
risks unexpected due to the external environment, personnel
level and other objective constraints. Therefore, to ensure the
bottom line of safety is to ensure the safety [4], [5] of the
‘‘liveware-environment-software-hardware’’ [6], [7] system
during mission execution.
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Traditional models attribute the causes of ‘‘unsafe’’ prob-
lems to accident chains, and express the process of ‘‘unsafe’’
problems as a series of discrete events that occur in a
specific time sequence. Failure Mode and Effects Analy-
sis(FMEA) [8]–[10], Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) [8] and other
models belong to this category. This type of model is con-
venient for people to understand the entire accident chain
from the top [11], and is more suitable for analyzing acci-
dents caused by the failure of physical components or human
errors in simple systems [9]. However, due to linearity and
over-mechanism [12], such models cannot demonstrate the
specific details of the ‘‘unsafe’’ problem, especially systemic
and interactive information. They also cannot systematically
explain how the accident occurred. The models are not suit-
able for large and complex systems [12]. In addition, this type
of model lacks the criteria for judging the initial event and is
highly arbitrary. People are prone to misjudge initial events
due to cognitive limitations.

In recent years, modern accident models have emerged.
Modern accident models are also called accident models
based on system theory [12]–[14]. Such models consider
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multiple factors lead to the occurrence of ‘‘unsafe’’ problem
in the joint action at a specific time. Rasmussen’s method [14]
based on a hierarchical social technology framework and
Leveson’s [12], [13], [15] System Theoretic Accident Mod-
eling and Process (STAMP) are typical representatives of
such models. The fundamental difference between the mod-
ern model and the traditional model is that the accident is
regarded as a kind of safety emergence failure. Accidents are
caused by inappropriate interactions between system com-
ponents. The occurrence of ‘‘unsafe’’ problems in complex
systems is not only caused by component failure at the micro
level, but also caused by inappropriate interaction between
components. The ‘‘unsafe’’ problems caused by system inter-
actions often have the characteristics of high concealment
and destructiveness, which seriously restricts the level of
equipment intact rate and the improvement of use support
efficiency [1], [2], [16]. In particular, as mission types and
equipment application scenarios become more diverse, new
technologies have been added to the equipment, and new
roles such as ‘‘liveware’’ and ‘‘environment’’ have been intro-
duced. This type of ‘‘unsafe problem’’ is becoming more
common.

Therefore, the analysis and evaluation of the mis-
sion safety cannot be limited to the equipment itself,
it is necessary to comprehensively analyze the interaction
between liveware [17], environment [7], [18], software, and
hardware [6], [7]. These interactions have clear control-
ling party and controlled party, with significant topology
nature [15]. So that the model can be built by the net-
work. Sohag et al. [19] combined Hip-hop with Petri net and
Bayes net to determine the sequence of different failure
event combinations, and extended the results to dynamic
reliability analysis. In order to characterize human factors
more vividly, Zhou et al. [20] used fuzzy logic and Bayes
network to improve the cognitive reliability and error analysis
method (CREAM) and proposed a method for quantitative
analysis of human reliability. Wang et al. [21] combined
GERT network and opportunity theory to study the risk
transmission mechanism of complex equipment system and
applied it to the risk analysis of fighter mission execution.
Shuang et al. [22] used the complex network to simulate
the water pipe network, studied its reliability analysis, and
analyzed the fragile components of the water supply system
through evolutionary relationships. The above methods make
full use of the topological nature to describe the ‘‘unsafe’’
problem, but they only focus on one or several factors that
lead to the occurrence of the ‘‘unsafe’’ problem, and lack
the ability to analysis the ‘‘unsafe’’ problem from a higher
level. On the contrary, various extended models developed
from the STAMP model have obvious topological properties.
They can fully consider the role of various factors in the
emergence failure, but they lack a complete mathematical
basis. For example, Dakwat [15] used model checking to per-
fect the System Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) method
and constructed the control structure of the flight simulator.
These frameworks have specific topological properties as

other STPA models [13], [18], [23], but its analysis is limited
to qualitative analysis and cannot be interpreted in more
detail.

Based on the above analysis, the aim of this paper is to
provide more insight into the mission safety of equipment
by studying the various factors and their inherent topology
affecting the safety emergence failure. Main work as follows:

1) Combining the partial ideas of STAMP, a mission
safety analysis framework is constructed according to the
logic of mission-function-safety structure. The mission pro-
file ensures the success of the mission by specifying the
requirements of the function; the safety structure realizes the
requirements of the function by adjusting the safety structure
and scheduling resources. The safety structure fully considers
the various factors and their inherent topology affecting the
safety emergence failure.

2) The mission safety analysis framework is formalized
by heterogeneous network. To describe the emergence of
safety failure, we introduced the Functional Dependency Net-
work Analysis (FDNA) [24]–[29] and made corresponding
improvements.

3) A set of numerical simulation method for mission safety
is proposed to analyze the evolution relationship between
components and behaviors, which could obtain the mission
safety level under different failure modes [30].

The results revealed that the mission safety assessment
needs to be evaluated with the consideration of safety struc-
ture and mission profile. The scale of system failures con-
forms to Weibull distribution in different attack modes.
It is shown that the escalating risks will cause serious
consequences.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II describes the equipment mission safety analysis
framework based on Function-Structure. Section III describes
the mathematical description of equipment mission safety
analysis framework. Section IV proposes the evaluation
method of equipment mission safety. In Section V, an exam-
ple verifies the application process, and Section VI contains
a brief summary and conclusion.

II. EQUIPMENT MISSION SAFETY ANALYSIS
FRAMEWORK BASED ON FUNCTION-STRUCTURE
A. MISSION SAFETY
Mission safety refers to the ability in which risks associ-
ated with equipment activities, or in direct support of the
operation of equipment, are reduced and controlled to ensure
the success of the mission at any random moment in the
specifiedmission profile. In short, it refers to the ability of the
equipment to avoid unacceptable accidents during mission
execution.

Mission safety is for a specified mission profile, not a
full-service cycle, which does not include safety problems
at the stages of parking and daily maintenance. However,
the service conditions at the above stage will affect the
safety during mission execution. Through the improvement
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of technology and personnel level, the level of mission safety
can be improved.

B. FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION
The research object is single-equipment single-stage mission.
It does not consider the logic relationship between missions
and the coordination relationship between equipment plat-
forms in cluster operations.

The military activity in this system that is restricted by
a complete purpose is called as the mission, such as the
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) carries out a given recon-
naissance or strike mission in a given area. Here we take
a typical mission profile of military aircraft as an example,
as shown in Figure 1. Themission includes 5 stages: a: takeoff
and climb, b: cruise to mission area, c: perform mission, d:
exit mission area and return, e: descent and landing. The
single-stage mission, the research object of this manuscript,
refers to the complete process from take-off to landing, and
the execution phase c includes only one mission.

FIGURE 1. Typical mission profile of military aircraft.

The equipment mission safety analysis framework is a
complex whole, as shown in Figure 2. The mission profile
ensures the success of the mission by specifying the require-
ments of the function; the safety structure layer realizes the
requirements of the function by adjusting the safety structure
and scheduling resources. The internal structure of the safety
structure layer is intricate and complex, and is affected by the
combination of liveware, environment, software, hardware
and other components.

In addition to mission profiles and system compo-
nents, the analysis framework also includes constraints
between layers and dependencies within layers. These con-
straints/dependencies have a clear controlling party and a
controlled party, which have obvious topological structure
properties. At the same time, the complexity in the safety
structure layer determines the heterogeneity of its network
modeling. The function layer and the safety structure layer are
also heterogeneous. Therefore, the heterogeneous network is
introduced to build the equipment mission safety analysis
framework.

C. DECOMPOSITION LEVEL OF SAFETY STRUCTURE LAYER
The internal components (software, hardware, environment,
and liveware) of the safety structure layer have problems
that cannot be directly measured due to fuzzy concepts and
boundaries. Therefore, the internal components are taken as

the root node and then it should be decomposed layer by layer.
It is considered that the decomposition is complete until all
the leaf nodes meet the following two requirements:

1) The safety state of the factor can be obtained through
direct observation of related indicators or clear calculation
methods;

2) The factor can independently complete a single basic
function or state with an atomic level.

The following takes the UAV SHEL system as an example
to illustrate the decomposition process and granularity.
According to the maintenance manual, environment factors
can be decomposed into conventional indicators that affect
the performance of software and hardware, internal and exter-
nal environment indicators that affect liveware’s decision-
making states, and other unexpected risk that can be defined
as environment factors. The conventional indicators can
be decomposed into temperature, humidity, flight altitude,
atmospheric pressure, wind speed, etc. These indicators are
directly observable and can independently denote an envi-
ronment state, so they are the leaf nodes. In the same way,
factors such as load operator, EO/IR camera, vertical tail, and
attitude sensor all have the ability to independently complete
a single function, and can also obtain the safety state through a
clear calculationmethod, so they are also the leaf nodes. If the
interaction is lower than the leaf nodes, the internal interface
interaction and function combination should be ignored.

Moreover, the granularity of decomposition is up to the
mission level which the decision-maker wants to accomplish.

D. DECOMPOSITION LEVEL OF FUNCTION LAYER
Generally speaking, the hierarchy dimensions of the function
level and safety structure level should match each other.
Meanwhile, the appropriatemodeling level about the function
level is up to the decomposition process from mission profile
to function layer.

Meta-mission [31] is the basic unit of mission profile
decomposition. The meta-mission is determined according to
the internal logic and operational primitives of each mission
stage. Meta-activity is the smallest activity unit during the
mission profile execution. It is an intermediate that connects
themeta-mission and themeta-combat functions. The decom-
position granularity of meta-activities is finer than that of
meta-missions. Meta-combat function is the ability of equip-
ment to meet mission requirements under the guidance of
combat concepts and missions.

According to the time sequence and logical relationship of
each meta-mission, the target mission profile can be decom-
posed layer by layer until the state of the meta-combat func-
tion corresponding to the decomposed meta-activities can be
directly observed.

The following takes the mission profile of UAV as an
example to illustrate the decomposition process. The mission
profile can be decomposed into several meta-missions such
as reconnaissance. The execution of reconnaissance can be
decomposed into early warning, reconnaissance, position-
ing, communication, identification and other meta-activities.
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FIGURE 2. Equipment mission safety analysis framework based on function-structure.

These meta-activities require the support of early warning
abilities, reconnaissance abilities, communication abilities,
navigation abilities, power supply, flight control abilities
and other meta-combat abilities. The flight control ability
is a meta-combat ability, and its safety state can be directly
obtained by docking with the safety structure level. There-
fore, the flight control ability is selected as a function in the
function layer [2].

III. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT
MISSION SAFETY ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK
A. TOPOLOGICAL REPRESENTATION
Themission safety analysis framework is defined as a quadru-
ple [32] G = (M ,L,V ,E). Among them, M indicates the
complete mission profile, which will be split into a col-
lection of several meta-missions, M = {m1,m2, · · · ,mn}.
Meta-missions are mutually exclusive, arranged in chrono-
logical order, and can be regarded as time marks. L indi-
cates the layers of components, L =

{
lfunction, lstructure

}
.

lfunction, lstructure represent the function layer and the safety
structure layer. V indicates a collection of nodes. The node
type mapping function is defined as ϕ : V → Vtype.
VBF ,VMF represent basic function nodes and mission func-
tion nodes, VL ,VE ,VS ,VH represent liveware, environment,
software and hardware. E indicates a collection of edges
and the edge type mapping function defined as ϕ : E →
Etype.

∣∣Etype∣∣ > 1.

B. MODELING OF NODES
According to the different roles and functions of components
in safety analysis, the nodes are divided as follows,

1) Basic function node VBF : the function that equipment
must provide to ensure mission safety, such as providing
thrust, fuel and electricity.

2) Mission function node VMF : the specific functions that
equipment provides based on mission type and payload, such
as perceptual detection, fire control.

3) Liveware node VL : the personnel who directly controls
the equipment during the mission.

4) Environment node VE : general environmental indicators
that affect the performance of software and hardware, envi-
ronmental indicators inside and outside the operating cabin
that affect human physiological state, and other unexpected
risk points that can be defined as environmental factors (such
as bird strike).

5) Software node VS : the components that regard logical
relationships or passing signals as apparent functions, such
as various operating manuals and systems.

6) Hardware node VH : all kinds of perceptible entities and
their physical parameters, such as manipulation devices.

To better illustrate the attributes of the node, two concepts
are introduced: Measure of Safety Performance (MoSP) and
Measure of Safety Effectiveness (MoSE) [15]. MoSP indi-
cates the physical or functional attribute value output by the
node. For example, the temperature that the rudder of an
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aircraft can adapt is minus 10 degrees to 45 degrees. MoSE
indicates the output by the node can be expressed as value or
utility. It also can be called safety operation level (SOL).

In the framework, safety is regarded as an efficiency, and
the efficiency of the component system is represented by
the SOL of the node. The SOL is the state of node at a
certain performance level, and the performance level can be
measured by the size of MoSP. Based on the VNM utility
theory, it is easy to realize the mapping fromMoSP to MoSE.
MoSE is generally a dimensionless value from 0 to 100.

The following takes an alarm device as an example to
illustrate the mapping process. As shown in the figure 3,
if the device issues an alarm within 1s after a threat occurs,
MoSE is 100; when the alarm time MoSP= 2s, MoSE= 40.
And with the extension of the alarm response time, the safety
efficiency is getting lower and lower [16].

FIGURE 3. The mapping process from MoSP to MoSE.

Based on MoSE and MoSP, All nodes contain two
attributes: baseline safety operating level (BSOL) and current
safety operating level (CSOL).

BSOL indicates the SOL when all dependencies are
unavailable and when the node is working alone. The BSOL
of the node in the function layer is determined by the mission
type and payload. The BSOL of the node in the safety struc-
ture layer is determined by the main technical and tactical
indexes of the node.

CSOL indicates the SOL of a node at the current moment,
and is determined by the dependency relationship. It is sup-
posed that all nodes can run independently and exert their
capabilities relying on BSOL [33], [34], but may not be able
to complete the roles and functions that they should play
in the system. Most nodes need to exert their normal safety
operating capability, mainly relying on the SOL of the nodes
that control them.

In addition, the completion of function needs the support
of the nodes (software, hardware) in the safety structure layer.
Therefore, the SOL of the nodes in the safety structure layer
needs to be higher than the SOL of the nodes in the function
layer it supports. The CSOL of the function layer node is
taken as the minimum safety operating level (Min_SOL) of
the safety structure layer node. If the same safety structure
layer node supports multiple function nodes at the same time,
the largest CSOL is used as the Min_SOL of the safety
structure layer node.

C. MODELING OF EDGES
As shown in Figure 4, the equipment mission safety analysis
framework contains a total of 15 edge types (two-way edges
are regarded as one type). The default edge type is because
that it does not exist or has a very low probability of occur-
rence in practical applications.

FIGURE 4. The schematic diagram of dependencies.

The edges between layers is the constraint relationship
between VBF ,VMF and VS ,VH , which indicates the specific
requirements of equipment safety for mission completion.
The edges within the layer have clear dependencies for safe
operation. The dependency relationship expresses a state
between the controlling node and the controlled node. In addi-
tion to BSOL, the CSOL of controlled node also includes
the SOL passed by the controlling node through the directed
edge. At this time, the two have formed a dependency rela-
tionship. This dependency relationship is ubiquitous in the
mission safety analysis framework, as shown in Table 1. It can
be seen from the STAMP that inappropriate dependencies are
an important source of ‘‘unsafe’’ problems.

Besides its timeliness and health, the edges attribute also
include the Strength of Dependency [15], [33], [34] (SOD)
and the Criticality of Dependency [15], [33], [34] (COD).
Among them, SOD refers to the degree of contribution to the
node’s SOL, and COD refers to the degree of restriction to
the node’s SOL.

The following still takes the alarm device above as an
example to illustrate the physical/actual meaning of BSOL,
CSOL, COD and SOD. If the alarm device A is used alone,
MoSP = 2s, and BSOL = 40. Suppose that A appears as
a controlled node, and an attitude sensor device B has a
dependency on it. B directly affects the response time of A,
that is to say, the MoSE of B affects the MoSE that A actually
displays in the system. B is the controlling node of A. Also
due to B’s control, A’s MoSE during mission execution is
not necessarily equal to BSOL. B’s MoSE may restrict the
effectiveness of A’s MoSE (This is the COD) due to its low
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TABLE 1. Description of dependencies.

sensitivity or other performance limitations; However, B’s
MoSE may also increase the performance of A’s MoSE (This
is the SOD) due to its high sensitivity. Here the MoSE during
the mission execution is A’s CSOL. A’s CSOL and BSOL are
essentially its MoSEs, but one is possessed by itself, and the
other is manifested in the specific safety structure system of
the specific mission profile.

D. FDNA-BASED FRAMEWORK MODELING
FDNA [24]–[29] is a system performance evaluation method
that can better demonstrate the ‘‘interactive, loosely coupled’’
characteristics of the system. It can be used to analyze the
chain reaction caused by the failure of a certain system per-
formance to other dependent performance, as well as the pos-
sible consequences of the common cause failure of multiple
components [26], [27]. It is improved according to the needs
of the mission safety analysis framework, which temporal
relationships, dependency state, and dependency effects, and
modify the physical meaning of relevant parameters are intro-
duced. And it is applied to mission safety analysis for the first
time.

A quadruple Dij =
{
DSij,DEij, SODij,CODij

}
is defined

to describe the dependency between the controlling node vi
and the controlled node vj, which is shown in the Figure 5.

1) DEPENDENCY STATE DSij
DSij indicates whether the dependency is occurring at the
moment. DSij = 1 indicates that the dependency relation-
ship is happening; DSij = 0 indicates that the dependency
relationship does not exist at the moment. At this time,

FIGURE 5. The schematic diagram of dependencies.

SODij = CODij = null.

DSij =

{
1 mi ∈ [ms,me]
0 otherwise

(1)

Among them, mi indicates the executing meta-mission. ms
indicates the meta-mission when the dependency begins. me
indicates the meta-mission when the dependency ends.

2) DEPENDENCY EFFECT DEij
DEij indicates whether the dependency is a positive impact.
The positive impact here is ‘‘safe’’ or not, depending on the
mission.

DEij =

{
1 it is a positive impact
−1 it is a negative impact

(2)

3) THE STRENGTH OF DEPENDENCY SODij
SODij indicates the degree of contribution to safety operation
between vi and vj. SODij is the indicator that vj relies on the
contribution of vi to continuously increase its CSOL, and to
ensure that vj can also be safe when vi is completely operating
in a safe state. SODij is determined by integrating the current
state of the edge, the SOL of the controlled node, and the
interface interaction.

For the edge of the function layer, it can be expressed as

SODij = αijCSOLiDEij +
(
1− αij

)
BSOLj (3)

Among them, CSOLi is the current SOL of vi and BSOLj is
the baseline SOL of vj. αij indicates the dependency strength
parameter between vi and vj. The larger αij, the stronger the
dependence of vj on vi, and the greater the contribution of vi
to vj. It can be expressed as

100
(
1− αij

)
= BSOLj (4)

For the edge of the safety structure layer, it can be
expressed as

SODij = αijCSOLiDEijMIij +
(
1− αij

)
BSOLjHIj (5)
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Among them, the health index [35], [36] HIj indicates the
health of the node vj, that is, the exerting extent of BSOL
when the node works alone. HIj ∈ (0, 1]. HIj considers
the node’s own non-dependency performance change, that
is, not caused by the vi provided. When HIj = 1, vj fully
exert its BSOL; when HIj ∈ (0, 1), vj partially exert its
BSOL; when HIj = 0, vj completely fail. At this time,
all vj’s dependency states DS are set to 0. The matching
index [15]MIij indicates the effectiveness of the dependency
relationship, that is, thematch level of the interactive interface
between the nodes. In engineering applications, it can be
expressed as: the understanding level of person-to-person
communication, permission allocation for manual operation
and software independent decision-making. MIij ∈ (0, 1].
When MIij = 1, the interface is perfectly matched. When
MIij ∈ (0, 1), the data interaction is not smooth. When
MIij = 0, DSij is set to 0.

4) THE CRITICALITY OF DEPENDENCY CODij
CODij indicates the degree of restriction to safety operation
between vi and vj. It is to express the importance of the vi’s
contribution to the vj’s realization of its SOL goals, and to
express the restriction degree of vi’s SOL to the vj’s SOL.
In other words, while the controlling node supports the con-
trolled node, it also limits the SOL of the controlled node
because of the SOL of the controlling node itself.

CODij = MIijCSOLi + βij (6)

Among them, βij indicates the criticality parameter between
vi and vj. The smaller the βij, the stronger the restriction. It can
be expressed as

βij =


1
h

h∑
i=1

(
SODij

)
−

1
h− 1

h∑
i=1,i6=j

(
SODij

)
h ≥ 2

0 h = 1

(7)

Among them, h indicates the number of nodes that directly
depend on the controlled node at the current moment.

Based on the above analysis, vj’s CSOL can be expressed
as

CSOLj =


min

(
1
h

h∑
i=1

SODij,
h

min
i=1

CODij

)
∃vk ,DSkj 6= 0

BSOLjHIj ∀vk ,DSkj = 0

(8)

It should be noted that CODij takes the minimum value
because the control effect depends on the node with the
strongest control effect under the premise of multiple control
nodes. SODij takes the average value to express the rela-
tionship of multiple control nodes and multiple dependency
relationships.

IV. EVALUATION METHOD OF EQUIPMENT
MISSION SAFETY
A simplified model of equipment safety structure is selected
in the modeling process of mission safety. The simplified

model comes from the abstraction of the safety structure with
many redundant and multiplexed, and its modeling degree is
between the macro model and the micro model.

A. THE SAFETY OPERATING LEVEL OF THE NODE
CSOL is used as an indicator to observe. The CSOL of the
nodes in the safety structure layer is transmitted between each
pair of nodes along the direction of the dependency relation-
ship, and changes dynamically as meta-mission and topology
change. Since the mission safety analysis framework has its
own physical meaning, the CSOL is studied with BSOLjHIj
as the initial value.

B. THE SAFETY OPERATING CAPABILITY OF THE NODE
The CSOL in the network changes dynamically. The follow-
ing six changes will cause the safety structure layer to update
the CSOL of all nodes.

1) A New node is added;
2) Existing nodes failure/function failure;
3) HIi changes due to the joint effect of its own perfor-

mance and external factors;
4) A new dependency is generated;
5) the dependency relationship is generated/end due to the

change of DSij;
6) MIij changes due to changes in interface interaction.
The safety operating capability of a node characterizes

the SOL that the node can carry when participating in the
operation of the network. If the updated CSOL exceeds the
safety operating capability of the node, it may be damaged
and lose its function, which may cause potential cascading
failure of the system and even affect the mission safety.

When HIi = 0, the node vi fails and it is irreversible for
a single-stage unrepairable mission. This state is limited to
the nodes of the safety structure layer. It indicates that the
node has reliability or safety problems and cannot continue
to perform its function. At this time, the node loses the ability
to operate safely.

When CSOLi < Min_SOLi, the node vi function failure.
Although the performance of the node is not damaged, it can-
not support the corresponding function node to complete the
mission safely. When CSOLi is raised above Min_SOLi, its
function is restored again.

C. DETERMINATION OF NODE PARAMETERS
For the nodes of the safety structure layer, operating level
indicates the value or effectiveness converted from the phys-
ical or functional attribute value output by the node, which is
usually a dimensionless value between 0-100.

Among them, the environment node determines its BSOL
according to the severity of the environment, which takes the
requirements in the design standard and completely unsuit-
able mission execution as the standards of the efficiency
value of 100 and 0. The liveware node determines its BSOL
according to the liveware’s physiological state, which takes
the ability to operate correctly according to the manual and
loses the ability to operate as the standard of the efficiency
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value of 100 and 0. The BSOL of the software and hardware
nodes is calculated based on the indicators specified in the
design stage. For example, if a software node completes
the calculation and alarms in 0.5s, the BSOL is 100. If the
response time is 2s, the BSOL is 25. As the time increases,
the lower BSOL. The BSOL of the basic function node and
themission function node is determined according to the type,
load, time and environment of mission.

For the determination of HI, the software and hardware
nodes are determined according to the ratio of their remaining
life to the expected life. The environment and liveware nodes
have been considered for their health level in the BSOL, and
will not be repeated here, so they are set to 1 as the initial
value.

Of course, how to determine the parameters requires the
analysis based on specific mission. Sometimes expert deter-
mination methods can also be used.

D. EXPRESSION OF UNSAFE DEPENDENCIES
Combining with the STPA method proposed by Levenson,
unsafe dependency can be divided into four categories.1) The
dependency is not provided; 2) An inappropriate dependency
is provided; 3) The dependency is provided too early or too
late; 4) The dependency lasts too short or too long.

The performance of the above unsafe dependency in the
framework can be divided into the following three categories:

1) An error occurs in DSij. It means that the dependency
should be provided but not provided/ the dependency should
not be provided but provided.

2) An error occurs in DEij. It means that the dependency
that should provide the negative influence provides the posi-
tive influence/the dependency that should provide the positive
influence provides the negative influence.

3) MIij 6= 1. It means that the dependency between nodes
cannot be completely matched (unsafe or inappropriate).

E. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
Based on the above analysis, the following basic assumptions
are given:

1) There are three states of the analysis framework: mis-
sion completion (the mission profile can be fully executed),
equipment is safe but the mission cannot be completed (the
basic function node runs normally, the mission function node
function fails), and the mission is unsafe (the basic function
node function fails).

2) There are two states of the function layer nodes: operat-
ing normally (the corresponding safety structure layer nodes
are all running normally), and function failure (there are
failure/function failure nodes in the corresponding safety
structure layer nodes).

3) There are three states of software, hardware, and live-
ware node: operating normally (Min − SOLj ≤ CSOLj,
HIj 6= 0), failure (HIj = 0), and function failure (CSOLj <
Min_SOLj,HIj 6= 0).
4) The environment node is not affected by other nodes,

and it is stipulated that HI = 1,CSOL = BSOL.

5) If and only if the node function is operating normally,
the node can participate in the system operation.

6) All dependencies can be implemented in full.
7) In the event of node failure, the system will not return to

its original operating state without external interference.
Assumption 3) needs to be explained. TheMin_SOL of the

liveware node integrates its own capabilities and limitations,
and is given by the commander or expert according to risk
preferences. The normal operation of the liveware node can
be understood that the person is in good working condition
and able to make decisions and operate correctly.

F. THE MEASUREMENT OF MISSION SAFETY
For the safety measurement of single-stage mission, two
main aspects are considered: mission completion andmission
safety. Mission completion degree MC indicates the possi-
bility that the entire mission profile executed safely. It uses
the ratio of the time that all basic function nodes are running
normally to the duration of the entire mission profile as an
indicator.

MC =
|MB|

|M |
(9)

Among them, |•| indicates the number of elements con-
tained in the set |•|. M indicates the collection of all meta-
missions and MB indicates the collection of meta-missions
with basic function nodes running normally.

Mission safety degree MS indicates the possibility of the
successful execution of the mission. It uses the ratio of the
time that all mission function nodes are running normally to
the duration of mission stage c as an indicator.

MS =
|MMC |

|MC |
(10)

Among them, MC indicates the collection of meta-missions
in mission execution stage c.MMC indicates the collection of
meta-missions with mission function nodes running normally
in mission execution stage c.

In addition, the structure integrity is defined to determine
whether the equipment itself is intact. Structure integrity
indicates the integrity of the safety structure layer at the
current meta-mission. From the perspective of engineering,
if the nodes of the safety structure layer are lower than the
requirements of the minimum equipment list, the system has
no structure integrity.

SI =


|Vtc|
|V |

|(V − Vtc) ∩ Vmin| = 0

0 |(V − Vtc) ∩ Vmin| 6= 0
(11)

Among them, V indicates the collection of initial nodes, Vtc
indicates the collection of nodes that are operating normally
at the current meta-mission, and Vmin indicates the collection
of nodes belongs to the minimum equipment list.

V. CASE STUDY
A typical mission profile of UAV is taken as a case. Its mis-
sion profile mainly includes 5 stages: a) take-off and climb,
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FIGURE 6. The case.

b) cruise to the mission area, c) perform the mission, d) exit
the mission area and return, e) descent and landing. The
types of missions that may be include daily training, recon-
naissance and surveillance, coordinated air combat, ground
strikes, decoy deception, electronic jamming, communication
relay, etc. The payload that may be involved include com-
munication loads, electronic countermeasures load, weapons
and ammunition, etc. The main basic functions include thrust
supply, fuel supply, power supply, flight control, take-off
and landing, communication and navigation, etc. The mis-
sion functions include command and control, perception and
detection, weapon fire control, etc.

The case includes 1mission function node, 4 basic function
nodes, 31 safety structure layer nodes, 10 function layer
dependencies, and 55 safety structure layer dependencies.
The mission is divided into 20 meta-mission in chronological
order, amongwhich them8 tom14 belong to stage c. The detail
of case is shown in the figure 6. The process of abstraction
can be found in Section II.B, II.C and VI.C. In the process
of abstraction, some nodes that express the same function

and are similar in space are merged into one node. In addi-
tion, since the mission involved in this case are defined as
single-stage mission and the logic and timing relations are
easily decomposed, the specific dismantling process is not
decomposed in detail.

It should be noted thatMatlab 2019b is used for simulation,
and Origin 2018 is used for drawing, data analysis and fitting
in this case.

A. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF SINGLE NODE FAILURE
In this section, the value of HI is adjusted to simulate the
impact that a single node failure may have on mission safety
duringmission execution. Under the premise of keeping other
parameters unchanged, the test changed the HI of 29 nodes
except the environment nodes one by one, and performed
the mission profile completely according to the method in
section II. HI was set at 0.05 intervals to observe the changes
of the indicators: MC, MS, and SI.

As shown in the figure 7, the following conclusions can
be drawn: 1) The change of HI will not have a significant
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FIGURE 7. The test results of single node failure.

TABLE 2. The label of dependencies.

impact on the MS and SI, but the complete removal of a
single node (HI = 0) will produce obvious failure process.
2) The HI change has a more obvious impact on the MC.
3) The safety structure layer nodes corresponding to the basic
function nodes fluctuate greatly in the test. Their sensitivity
to HI is higher, such as nodes 9, 12, 15, 16, 18, 21, 22, 23,
30, etc. These points are also the key nodes of the system.
Among them, nodes 9, 16, 18, 21, and 30 are more important
and require special attention.

B. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF SINGLE
DEPENDENCY FAILURE
In this section, the incomplete expression of the dependency
relationship in the safety structure layer by adjusting the MI
may have an impact on the mission safety during the mission
execution. Under the premise of keeping other parameters
unchanged, the test changed the MI of 55 dependencies one
by one (the label as shown in the table 2), and executed
the mission profile completely according to the method in
section II. MI was set at 0.05 intervals to observe the changes
of the indicators: MC, MS, and SI.

As shown in the figure 8, the following conclusions can be
drawn: 1) Compared with HI, the system is more sensitive
to MI changes, especially MC and MS. The change of MI
has little effect on SI. 2) The parts in bold in the table 2 are
dependencies that are more sensitive to MI changes, and the
parts marked in red are the key nodes of the system. It can be

seen that the dependencies that can cause significant changes
in the system are usually connected to the key nodes, but not
all dependencies of key node are sensitive to MI.

C. CASCADE FAILURE TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
UNDER DIFFERENT ATTACK STRATEGIES
The components of the analysis framework can be divided
into two forms: node and dependency. The failure of depen-
dencies will trigger the update of CSOL. Only when all
the dependencies received by the node are destroyed, it will
fail/function failure. In other words, there is a certain possibil-
ity that the node can operate normally when the dependency
failure. However, the failure of a node will cause all depen-
dencies associated with the node to be updated, and attacks
on the nodewill causemore serious cascading failures. There-
fore, the test chooses a node-based attack mode.

The cascading failure trigger conditions can be divided
into random failures and intentional attack. Random failure
refers to randomly reducing the nodes’ HI. In engineering
applications, random failures mainly come from the relia-
bility of nodes themselves, unintentional human errors and
other node failures. The frequency of random failure is high.
Its damage degree is random and it is inevitable. However,
random failures require a certain amount of accumulation
before theymay cause great damage to the system. Intentional
attack has a clear purpose, and are often a strategic attack
on the key components of the system when mastering part
or all of the network information. The intentional attack
includes deliberate sabotage, large overload maneuver, and
mechanism failures. Although intentional attack has a low
probability of occurrence, they are likely to cause serious con-
sequences once they occur. And they are often accompanied
by random failures. In this case, CSOL, in-SOL, and out-SOL
are selected as intentional attack indicators for failure tests.
among them,

in− SOLj =
∑

DSij=1HIi 6=0MIij 6=0

SODij

out − SOLi =
∑

DSij=1HIj 6=0MIij 6=0

SODij (12)
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FIGURE 8. The test results of single dependency failure.

FIGURE 9. The calculation flowcharts.

The calculation flowcharts are shown in figure 9. It should
be noted that (1) Model initialization. This step is mainly
to input the basic information of framework and calculate
the initial CSOL. It determines the attack strategy used in
this round of simulation and the number of nodes that need
to be attacked, and randomly select the number of nodes
that need to be attacked during the execution of each meta-
mission. (2) Attack according to the number of nodes and
attack strategy of the current meta-mission. When the inten-
tional attack is adopted, the node with the maximum value
of the corresponding indicator at the current meta-mission is
selected and fail.When random failure is adopted, themethod
of randomly generating values is adopted to adjust HI in order
to better simulate the failures in reality. (3) Update CSOL
according to FDNA. (4) Estimate and record the node state
according to the method in section II. (5) Update the frame
structure according to the state of nodes. (6) The termination
condition of the loop is the complete execution of themission.
(7) Record the relevant indicators of the round.

FIGURE 10. The test result of random failure.

To avoid contingency, the algorithm runs 1000 times to get
the average value, and the node failure rate is set at intervals
of 0.1. The result of random failure is shown in the figure 10.
The results of three intentional attack strategies (CSOL,
in-SOL, and out-SOL) are shown in the figure 11.

From the above figures, the following conclusions can be
drawn: 1) The three indicators (MS,MC, SI) all decrease with
the increase in the proportion of node failures. Among the
three indicators, the MS is generally higher than the other
two, MC is the second, and the SI is the lowest. 2) Except for
random failures, when the ratio of attacked node is greater
than 0.2, the UAV has completely lost the possibility of
safe flight. The random failures have no obvious impact on
mission safety as a whole. 3) Under intentional attack strate-
gies, MS are quite different, and the other two are basically
the same. 4) Under intentional attack strategies, the damage
effect according to CSOL is more obvious. 5) It is necessary
to comprehensively analyze MS, MC and SI in order to better
predict and evaluate the SOL of the UAV in the current
mission.
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FIGURE 11. The test result of three intentional attack strategies.

TABLE 3. The fitting results of the Weibull distribution.

In addition, it is found that the cascading failures
under the four attack strategies all conform to the Weibull
distribution through numerical fitting, as shown in the
figure 12. The relevant parameters of theWeibull distribution
obtained by the fitting are shown in the table 3 (using the
Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm for iteration).

The further research is to verify whether the four attack
strategies are all conformable to the Weibull distribution
through numerical fitting through other fitting methods or
mathematical proof.

y = y0 +
r
a

(
x − u
a

)r−1
e−(

x−u
a )

r
(13)
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FIGURE 12. The fitting results of the Weibull distribution.
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FIGURE 13. The results of cascading failure under combined attack.

D. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF CASCADING FAILURE
UNDER COMBINED ATTACK
Single node failure, single dependency failure, and single
attack mode cannot objectively reflect the mission safety.
Therefore, the possible safety results of the mission execution
process are simulated through the combined attack (A combi-
nation of random failures and intentional attacks). The inten-
tional attack strategies choose CSOL. To avoid contingency,
the algorithm runs 1000 times to get the average value, and
the node failure rate is set at intervals of 0.1. The calculation
result is shown in the figure 13. The simulation process is the
same as the figure 9.

The results show that 1) In comparison, the overall MC
is low. In the absence of attack, MS and SI are basically
maintained at about 1. In other words, there is a great pos-
sibility that the UAV will be safely completed in mission
phase c, but the possibility that the mission can land safely
is not optimistic. 2) With the increase in the proportion of
failed nodes, the possibility of safe completion has declined
‘‘cliff-like’’. When the node failure ratio is greater than 0.2,
the possibility of mission safety execution approaches zero.
The effect of random failures on combined attacks is not
obvious. 3) The SI is more sensitive to intentional attack and
needs special consideration in mission safety assessment.

Based on the above-mentioned tests, the following con-
clusions can be drawn for the mission safety: 1) The equip-
ment has a high possibility of safely performing a specific
mission, but the possibility of safely completing the mission
profile is not high. Whether or not to perform this mission
requires the commander to make a decision based on its

risk preference and comprehensive consideration of mission
intentions. 2) Mission safety needs to take into account the
completion of the mission, the complete execution of the
mission profile and the structural integrity. For the equipment
safety assessment of a single mission, it is necessary to con-
sider three aspects of MC, MS and SI. 3) The relationship
between the mission safety metrics and the proportion of
faulty nodes conforms to the Weibull distribution. 4) The
escalating risks will cause serious consequences. When the
proportion of failed nodes exceeds 0.2, it can be considered
that the mission has failed to complete.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper first puts forward the concept of mission safety,
and constructs a function-structure-based equipment mission
safety analysis framework modeling according to ‘‘human-
environment-software-hardware’’. A numerical simulation
method is adopted to analyze the dynamic evolution relation-
ship between nodes and edges. The network damage mode
after node failure occurs is obtained under random failures
and intentional attacks. Finally, the specific data is used to
verify the risk analysis method. The results show that the
mission safety assessment needs to consider the completion
of the mission, the complete execution of the mission profile
and the structural integrity. It is shown that the escalating
risks will cause serious consequences. This method can be
used to analyze the safety in a specific environment in the
design phase and use phase, and has certain reference value
for the troops to carry out the risk analysis and research of the
equipment system.
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